Art Exploration

SHOOTING STAR PRINT

Using chalk and a star template, create a beautiful work of art!

Materials Provided:
- Star templates
- Black construction paper

Materials Needed:
- Chalk or pastels
- Q-tips (optional)
INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Begin by tracing your big star template on your black construction paper, using either chalk or pastels to make it really show. Place your star off toward one side of your paper, so that you have enough space to add rays shooting away from the star.

2. Trace a thick line around your star. Then, use either your fingers or a q-tip to smudge the line outward, so that it looks like your star is really glowing.

3. Once you’ve smudged the star outline, use other colors to make a trail of stardust shooting out from your star. The more colors, the better!

4. You can blend the colors of your star “trail” together using the same method as before, or you can choose to leave the colors unblended. Either way, you’ll end up with a beautiful creation.

5. If you’d like, trace around your smaller star template to add extra stars to the picture. You can also smudge these with your fingers or a q-tip.

This project was provided by Projects With Kids
Find other projects on their website,